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1. Precautions for product installation and use

Reverse Osmosis Water Purifier Precautions for installation and use 

• 01. A control valve switch must be installed where the tap water enters the water inlet of 
the pure water machine in order to cut off the water source for later maintenance or
avoid long-term use, in order to cause damage to the inside of the machine due to
excessive waterproof pressure. Please close the water inlet switch control valve when
you do not use water for a long time

• 02. The water source requirements of the pure water machine are applicable to
municipal tap water. If the tap water quality in the user area is poor and there are 
problems such as turbidity, silt, etc., in order to protect and use the pure water machine
more safely, it is necessary to install a pre-precision filter at the front end of the water
inlet of the pure water machine. Preliminary filtration of large particles can effectively
extend the service life of the water purifier and strengthen the protection of the water
purifier. 

• 03. This water purifier is suitable for water pressure between 0.1 Mpa and 0.4Mpa. If the
water pressure is too high, a pressure reducing valve must be installed to ensure the
safety of the water purifier. If the water pressure is too low, a booster pump must be
installed. Increase the pressure to ensure that the pure water machine can work
normally.

• 04. The pure water machine is suitable for water temperature between 5-45°C. Be 
careful not to use it under low temperature or high temperature. Users in cold areas
should not install it outdoors. At the same time, prevent direct sunlight or drop in water
temperature in cold weather, which affects the flow of water. 

• 05. The water purifier is installed on the balcony or under the kitchen cabinet for easy 
use or maintenance.

• 06. Do not install this water purifier close to strong acids and alkalis to avoid corrosion to
the water purifier.

e07. If the local water quality is poor, it is recommended to do maintenance and 
replacement of the filter element every 8-12 months to take care of the drinking health 
of you and your family more safely. 

• 08. After the installation is complete, please first rinse the water purifier for about 30
minutes. At this time black and gray water and foam will flow out. This is the protective 
liquid and activated carbon powder in the filter element. It is a normal phenomenon and
can be seen in a few minutes to the clear purified water.

•o9. When installing the water purifier, it must be firmly installed. Please fasten it on the
wall with bolts or place it in a place that is not easy to be touched by children. The water
purifier must be placed in a stable and safe manner without tilting and not easy to touch 
to prevent accidents due to collisions and dumping.

e 10. The water flow rate of the pure water machine is related to the temperature, water 
pressure, water quality and the degree of clogging of the filter element. When the 
temperature drops, the water pressure decreases, the water quality is poor, or the filter 
element is seriously clogged, the water volume will decrease. (Under normal 
circumstances, the water output of the water purifier will drop by about 3% for every 1 °C 
drop. Therefore, this is a normal phenomenon. There is no need to worry about damage 
to the machine. When used in cold places, the room temperature can be increased 
appropriately) 

e 11. The service life of the pure water machine is generally more than 5 years, but the 
specific service life is related to the local water quality and whether it is flushed 
according to the requirements during use. 

• 12. If you want to stop the machine for a long time, please disconnect the power supply
and turn off the water inlet control valve switch. When continuing to use, be sure to turn
on the water purifier faucet, drain the raw water from the water purifier, and rinse for
another 10 minutes before normal use.
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1. Close the water inlet ball valve on the tee and open the faucet of the water purifier,
Drain the remaining water in the machine;

2. Unplug the power cable of the LCD indicator screen;

3. Turn the filter element counterclockwise, pull it out, and then replace the filter element with a new one.

(The method of replacing the RO reverse osmosis membrane filter element is the same);

4. Plug in the power cord of the LCD monitor and open the water inlet valve.
At this time, the kitchen faucet is turned on, and the water will drain out after a few seconds;

CBPA filter element, let it drain for 10 minutes, is an activated carbon filter element,

Ensure the over-current function and prolong the service life,

May wash away a small amount of activated carbon powder,

Cause the water to turn black and wait for it to drain

5. Observe whether the host is leaking,

Turn off the water purifier faucet after 10 minutes, and the installation is complete.

Anticlockwise rotation          

                                                                       

Take out

When the incoming water is filtered through a reverse osmosis membrane,
Impurities and bacteria are trapped on the surface of the membrane,
The machine will be cleaned automatically to ensure reverse osmosis

Membrane performance reaches its best state.

4. Pure water machine Filter replacement steps and methods

For ROCB filter elements, press the "flush" button on the machine,

Rinse for 30 minutes.

Cleaning of reverse osmosis membrane:
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01. Impact drill: 1 pair with M6 and M22 drill bits                    

02. The wrench openings are 16mm, 14mm, 12mm each  

03. 1 roll of tape

04. bottle of glue is needed for the hose    

The above tools are required for normal installation,

According to actual needs in special circumstances.

1. PE hose      

2. Purified water 2" faucet and faucet hanging piece       

Water purification faucet

Water inlet tee
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Cold water inlet angle valve
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Wastewater PE pipe

5. Pure water machine Basic requirements for installation

1. Tools needed for installation

05.1 needle nose pliers

06.1 pair of scissors

07.1 Phillips screwdriver, 

1 slotted screwdriver, etc

2. Basic installation skills

Pure water machine It is generally recommended to install water purifiers in the kitchen. 
For the user's kitchen, the machine can be placed in a cabinet. Lean against the wall, 
hang the wall, etc., as long as the pipeline is unobstructed. When installing, close the 
water inlet valve, disassemble the hose connecting the original faucet and the water 
pipe, connect the tap water to the water inlet marked on the water purifier, and connect 
the water outlet marked on the water purifier to the water outlet marked on the water 
purifier. Water purifier faucet and purified water only need to connect the valve or faucet 
to the machine's drain. During the installation process, the part connected with the outer 
teeth must be wrapped with raw tape in a clockwise direction and tightened to ensure 
that the water purifier does not leak.

3.Pure water machine Accessories required for installation

3.Inlet ball valve

4. Various interfaces

5.bolt

6.Hanging board

7.Inlet 3-way

4.Installation diagram of pure water machine
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Note: Please follow the corresponding label on 
the host to connect
The hydrogen-rich water outlet of the machine,
Water inlet and waste water outlet.

HYDROLUX schematic
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Please carefully check the required tools and accessories before installation
Whether it is fully equipped; please do not turn on electricity or water before installation.

Before installation, check the position of the tap water valve,
The size of the cabinet space is reasonably arranged,
In order to achieve a clean and practical installation of the whole machine.

Notice:

1. At present, most household water basins use hot and cold water pipes to supply water.
Select cold water pipe for pure water machine during installation
(Municipal tap water) water supply (figure 1)

2. The whole machine is placed normally  (figure 1)

1. Take out the 1/4 inch PE pipe, 1/4 inch quick connect straight through, faucet (figure 3)

2. Insert one end of the 1/4 inch PE pipe forcefully into the 1/4 inch quick connect through (figure 4)

3. Insert the power cord of the smart electronic faucet into the device interface (figure 5)

figure 1

figure 6figure 5figure 4figure 3

6. Pure water machine installation method

step 1

figure 2

step 2 Faucet installation

1. Generally choose the left and right corners of the sink, and install the combination 
The usual user habits (washing vegetables, washing rice),

Choose a sink angle commonly used by users

step 3  HYDROLUX model smart electronic faucet hose installation

figure 7
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Reset button: Long press for 6 seconds, reset button;

Selection key: Select the filter element, and then select the "reset" button to reset the filter element;

Fault: The "fault" indicator light turns red.

2. The ratio of pure water to wastewater effluent can be visually observed during testing,

under normal circumstances the ratio is 1.5:1.

step 4  HYDROLUX type machine installation inspection

1. After connecting the hoses of the whole machine and confirming

that they are correct, open the ball valve to supply water and turn on

the power supply to let the whole machine work, and make the final

inspection before installing the whole machine.

Notice:When the whole machine starts to work, it will automatically rinse for 1 minute

Water Inlet

Wastewater outlet

Kitchen water

Pure water

DC interface

Smart faucet interface

front back

Function instructions:

Flush button: The machine rinses the ROCB filter element; (To rinse the CBPA filter element, 
turn on the kitchen faucet and rinse with running water from the faucet)
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